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SOUTHERN WATER CUSTOMER CHALLENGE GROUP 

Boardroom, Southern House, Durrington, West Sussex 

Minutes and actions arising 

04 June 2018: 10:30 – 16:00 

Present: Anna Bradley (Chair) 

Phil Belden Dan McDonald 

Karen Gibbs Nicci Russell 

Steve Hare George Seligman 

Apologies Ana Christie 

Rupert Clubb 

Observers: Graham Horton (NE) 

David Howarth (EA) 

In Attendance: Mike Putnam SWS iNED 

Ian McAulay 

Craig Lonie 

Sally Beck 

Kevin Wightman Item 4 

Mark Field Item 5 

Chris Esslin-Peard Item 6 

Nick Eves Item 7, 8 and 9 

Meyrick Gough Item 10 

1) Welcome, apologies for absence and declarations of conflicts of
interest

Ana Christie and Rupert Club sent their apologies.   

Mike Putnam attended the meeting as the Independent Non-Executive Director (INED). 

No conflicts of interest were declared. 

2) Approval of the minutes of the 30 April 2018 meeting and the 14 May conference
call

The minutes of both the 30 April CCG meeting and the 14 May conference call were 
approved.     
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3) Chair, Member and CEO updates and general discussion 

 
The CCG Chair, Anna Bradley, asked Nicci Russell to provide feedback on the Ofwat CCG 
Chair’s meeting she had attended on Anna’s behalf. Nicci reported the key items of 
discussion: Rachel Fletcher didn’t not intend to change the methodology for PR19; Ofwat 
was considering grouping all pollution 1, 2 and 3 incidents into a single category; it was 
scanning water companies early Performance Commitments submissions to ensure there 
were no showstoppers and to look for common ground; and it was looking to the Drinking 
Water Inspectorate (DWI) to engage with each water company before the Business Plan 
submissions.   
 
The Chair asked Ian McAulay, SWS Chief Executive Officer, to give an update on Company 
matters. Ian explained that he was overseeing a Company restructure by working closely 
with the unions and staff liaison channels. Some 200 staff would be voluntarily leaving the 
business on the pathway to delivering the challenges of PR19 and AMP7 on efficiency and 
productivity. This would be achieved by stopping doing some activities that were not needed 
but there would also be active recruitment into business critical roles such as I.T. The key 
was to achieve the right structure and balance to meet future requirements.  
 
Ian continued that good progress was being made in the preparation of the Business Plan 
(BP). Work was underway on the constituent schemes and programmes and the associated 
costs. The evidence base was being built for Board approval and submission to Ofwat. 
There was going to be a new environmental driver – WINEP (Water Industry National 
Environment Plan). Work was underway to understand its implications for the business. 
 
The WRMP (Water Resource Management Plan) was out in consultation but feedback from 
Defra was that the ambitions should be more stretching. It was calling a meeting with water 
companies and the National Infrastructure Commission on 27 June 2018 to develop a 
national policy on water resources which would then need to be reflected through company 
plans. There was a general understanding that the purpose of WRMPs had been served and 
new programmes were needed, such as catchment plans and multi-utility approaches. 
Regionally, water and energy could be brought together to provide combined energy hubs.  
 
On other matters, Ebbsfleet was looking to be the first T100 development, would be 
introducing water efficiency measures and using surface water to provide social and 
environmental amenity. Simon Cox had been appointed as Chair for Water Resources South 
East (WRSE). The Company had accelerated its open data programme working with the 
Consumer Council for Water and others and had a working model within three months. The 
Company was working on ethical business practice regulations regarding tax and dividends. 
There was going to be a session on this with the Board and the Executive and then it would 
be enacted.     
 
The Chair invited Member updates. Phil Belden had attended a useful meeting between 
Southern Water, the Sussex Wildlife Trust and the South Downs National Park Authority 
(NPA). They had discussed applying the way SWS was working in developing the Business 
Plan to the way the NPA would develop its new strategy and had agreed to align more 
closely to share data and evidence for catchment partnerships. The remaining Members did 
not have updates. 
 
 
4) Setting Performance Commitments and Operational Delivery Incentives 
 

Kevin Wightman, SWS Economic Regulation Manager, said he was giving Members an 
early sight of candidate Performance Commitments (PCs) and Operational Delivery 
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Incentives (ODIs). More detail would follow in the July meeting. He hoped to demonstrate 
how the Ofwat prescribed target setting process worked.  
 
The Company’s objectives were grouped together under the 10 umbrella outcome headings 
as a bridge between the high level and the detail. The approach to target setting needs to be 
stretching and represent the broad views of customers. Ofwat requirements were overlaid at 
the end. He asked if Members had questions and the Chair asked for clarity on the customer 
and stakeholder research. Was the research to help set the PCs and ODIs or was it about 
peoples’ attitudes to penalties and rewards in general?  If the latter, it could have 
implications for the package as a whole, not just individual PCS and ODIs. Kevin confirmed 
it was for both and was both qualitative and quantitative. This would be all picked up in the 
assurance process.  
 
The Chair asked for comments and thoughts from Members. These included:  

 SWS had obviously listened to feedback from customers and stakeholders but they 
were not very good at providing feedback to customers and stakeholders to keep 
them up to date with what actions were being taken. It was all one way. Two-way 
communications needed to be embedded in the process  

 It would be valuable to see how much had changed from the previous round of 
research 

 It needed to show how customer and stakeholder views and wishes were connected 
to the candidate PCs and ODIs and how the triangulation was applied 

 That some PCs would fit better under other headings and some are cross-cutting, 
such as beaches, so it would be useful to indicate these 

 It would be helpful to know what targets were prescribed  
 Were ‘maintenance’ targets set for brilliant at the basic outcomes and stretching 

targets for the transformative outcomes?   
 

Kevin said he would show more of the information Members asked for when he brought the 
next stage of PC and ODI development to the July meeting. He talked through the decision-
making tree that had been used as part of the approach to setting targets. The first stage 
was what customers and stakeholders had said was important. This was overlaid with 
willingness to pay (WtP) research. This was then overlaid with the wider body of research 
and comparative information and this showed when the Company’s performance needed to 
be improved to stretch the target. The final overlay was to see whether Ofwat had set a 
target at upper quartile (UQ).    
 
The Chair asked what the Company would do if reaching UQ cost more than customers 
were willing to pay and also what happened when all the targets were aggregated and the 
total added up to more than Ofwat allowed the Company to charge its customers? Kevin 
responded that if reaching UQ cost a lot more than WtP, the Company would need to 
represent this back to Ofwat. Ofwat would look to keep customer bills as low as possible.  
 
Kevin continued that there were other considerations, such as deliverability. Can the target 
be reached over the five year period? Penalty and reward incentives also had a role. David 
Howarth, Environment Agency (EA), commented that the EA did not agree that companies 
should be rewarded for compliance. Kevin said that there was another way to view this – an 
incentive could help to achieve the target sooner, although any money from a reward would 
not be realised until the next AMP. The penalties would mean lower customer bills in the 
following AMP. Of course, penalties also meant there would be less money available for 
asset management.  
 
Graham Horton, Natural England, noted that there was a long list of PCs that were not going 
to be submitted to Ofwat. He would like to see commitments on Natural Capital and Sites of 
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Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) included. Kevin confirmed that the Company was still 
working on these and would inform the CCG about this once prepared.  
 
Members asked whether rewards and penalties were discretionary and how limits were set? 
Kevin responded that the calculations were part of the Ofwat methodology. He would be 
developing more detail on the PCs and ODIs and would bring this to the next meeting. He 
agreed to flag the exceptions – those that were not mechanistic, where there were conflicts 
and material differences between customer and stakeholder views and between these and 
Ofwat’s targets.         
 
 

4).1 Additional paper on PCC vs leakage and the Distribution Input 
 
The calculations for the water balance had not been finalised at the 30 April meeting to 
enable the CCG to monitor whether the Company had delivered its performance 
commitments on the interlinked Distribution Input (DI), Leakage and Per Capita 
Consumption (PCC) PCs. Kevin explained the calculations were now complete and these 
showed that the DI was considerably higher than the target as it had been the previous year, 
and leakage had just missed the target, although PCC was significantly better than the 
target.    

 
The increase in DI was entirely attributable to an increase in non-household consumption, 
from 109.2 Ml/d to 119.8 Ml/d. However, the reason for this was not clear and, with the 
opening of the retail market, the Company no longer has a direct relationship with non-
household customers and this had limited its ability to discuss water efficiency with non-
household and business.  
 
Given the importance of non-household consumption, which makes up over 20% of the DI 
and, as part of Target 100 (T100) planning, the Company is looking at how to work with 
retailers to engage with non-households. Nicci Russell commented that Waterwise was also 
working with the retail sector on water efficiency. Ian McAulay said that it was vital to engage 
non-household given the scarcity of water in the region. Both Thames and Anglian Water 
had achieved quite a lot with non-household. 
  
Members commented that it was vital to meet, or reduce even further, the target on leakage 
if the Company wanted customers to reduce consumption. The Chair thanked Kevin and 
said it was now important to understand what the Company expected the outturn to be at the 
end of the AMP.   
 
 
5) Data sharing 

 
Mark Field, SWS Head of Billing and Collections, said he had brought the paper to the CCG 
as a response to an action from the April meeting. The Company was developing its ‘reach 
and support’ programme. This already had some data sharing schemes in place but there 
would be a step change during the time remaining in AMP6. He was piloting a data sharing 
initiative with EDF Energy, other energy companies, the major housing associations and 
other water companies in the region to build a Priority Services Register and to ensure that 
data could be transferred when individuals moved.   
 
Members welcomed the paper. It was what they had been advising the Company to do. 
They urged rapid action and said that the Company should not be deterred by the new 
General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR). Mark agreed, saying it was a sensitive area 
but it would work with the right parameters and policies in place. The Chair thanked Mark 
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and said this was a very positive development that she believed answered the Ofwat test 
questions on vulnerability.  
  
 

ACTION: Circulate a copy of the Chair’s summary of the CCG Annual Report to clear 
with CCG Members (Anna Bradley / Sally Beck by mid-June) 

 
 

6) Engagement approach on corporate and financial structures 
 
Chris Esslin-Peard, SWS Head of Regulatory Strategy, updated Members that the two 
deliberative workshops planned in the paper had taken place at the end of May. He had 
taken Members’ advice and not shown the complex material and had extended the time for 
discussion and exploring what inspires trust and confidence. This had proved extremely 
insightful. He would provide the report once it had been written up. However, he summarised 
what had been learnt:  
 

a) That trust in utilities (not Southern Water specific) is generally lower than trust in 
other types of corporate brands – this is primarily driven by poor service. When 
prompted to think about Southern Water they thought other companies were worse 

b) The types of behaviours and information that inspire trust are driven by a company 
doing what it has said it will do – for example, turning up to appointments on time 
and providing a clear answer to questions 

c) Specifically on Southern Water, they didn’t want to be bothered with things they 
were not interested in. They did want to know what the Company spent their money 
on and to be reassured that billing was fair and explained why their bills might be 
different from their neighbours’ and with each billing cycle. They would like someone 
other than SWS to tell them they could trust their bills  

d) They thought information on finance, corporate structures, taxes etc ought to have 
some sort of independent kitemark to show it could be trusted. This was relevant to 
all companies in light of Facebook and ID theft issues 

e) They were ambivalent about transparency. Generally, they thought it a good thing 
but if they didn’t like what they found out then thought it might be better not to know 
about it  

 
Chris said there was plenty of food for thought in the findings. The focus groups 
represented 100% by bill payers from a wide group of people. None of the participants had 
heard anything about the Caymans or gearing but most were aware of the renationalisation 
debate. When participants were shown Southern Water information and materials, they 
said they didn’t trust it at all. They did not trust financial information setting out items like 
profits, borrowing and dividends. They didn’t think anyone should be making money out of 
providing an essential service. Expressions of trust deteriorated through the session in both 
focus groups as they started to understand how much they didn’t know. As an aside, none 
of participants had heard of Ofwat but they had heard of the Environment Agency.  
 
The Chair thought this was an encouraging start by the Company. It was interesting that 
customers wanted another organisation to provide assurance on complicated information. 
Members commented that it was a very small percentage of people that really wanted to 
know this type of information. On the whole, people responded to how a company made 
them feel and if clean water was coming out of the taps, rather than the availability of 
transparent information.      
 
Chris said his take away from the focus groups were that people were prepared to engage 
with the Company on: 
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a) Things they cared about, such as the environment 
b) Their bills and what their money is spent on 
c) That any information provided was assured independently  

 
The Chair asked about the next steps and Chris confirmed that YouGov would compile the 
outputs from the focus groups and then design the survey which he would bring to the CCG 
for input and advice. The outputs would inform all communications produced by the 
Company that were public-facing. The Company would also use the information to 
benchmark current levels of trust and track progress through time.   
 

ACTION: Share the trust and confidence output report and draft survey materials with 
the CCG for their input and advice prior to going live (Chris Esslin-Peard – 
as soon as available) 

 

 
7) The Business Plan chapter on Customer and Stakeholder Engagement 
 
Nick Eves, SWS Head of Strategic Customer Insight, said that the next three agenda items, 
the Business Plan chapter on customer and stakeholder engagement, the customer 
engagement and insight sub Committee assurance and the customer and stakeholder 
engagement strategy were closely linked.   
    
The engagement chapter in the Business Plan had two main sections. The first half 
discussed the Company’s approach and delivery of engagement during PR19 and the 
second set out the future approach. He asked if Members had comments or advice? 
Members said they thought: 

 a review of the language used, such as ‘elderly’ or ‘hard to reach’ which should be 
‘services that are had to access’, would be valuable  

 the tone was overly positive which made the information, good as it was, seem as if 
it had been ‘spun’ and this diminished its quality 

 the numbers on page 11 – engaging with 35,000 for PR14 but with 1 million for 
PR19 led to incredulity as there was nothing to show how this had been achieved 
and needed examples.  

 
The Chair commented that it didn’t take account of the journey the Company had been on 
over the last three years, and said the end point should not be described as the start point. 
She asked Members if they liked the ambitions of the chapter? They confirmed that once the 
points raised had been addressed, they thought it very credible.  
 
The Chair asked Nick what he was planning to ensure the Business Plan was acceptable to 
customers? The CCG were not sighted on this. Nick agreed, and said he would be bringing 
the proposed approach to acceptability testing to the CCG in July and would also circulate 
the chapter once it had been edited.   
 
ACTION:    

I. Bring the approach to acceptability testing to the July meeting (Nick Eves – July 
meeting)     

II. Circulate the Business Plan chapter on customer and stakeholder engagement to the 
CCG for comment (Nick Eves – when edited) 
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8) Customer Engagement and Insight Sub Board Committee Update 
 
As Mike Putnam, the attending Board member, was on the Engagement and Insight Sub-
Board Committee, Nick Eves asked Mike if he would like to provide the update. Mike said 
the Board had engaged closely with the PR19 process on a monthly basis and were 
conducting task-and-finish additional meeting when they thought it was necessary. There 
were also a number of Sub-Boards to look at specific aspects of the Business and provide 
assurance to the wider Board and the Sub Boards collaborate with each other to get wider 
buy-in.  
 
He said the Board was very appreciative of the work of the CCG, for example, guiding the 
Company through the Advice Notes and the Chair’s updates to the Board.  
 
Ofwat were holding a session for non-executive Board members on 11 June as it wanted to 
reinforce that customers should be at the heart of companies Business Plans. The Customer 
Engagement and Insight Sub Board Committee would be overseeing the RAND and PwC 3rd 
Line of Defence customer engagement assurance, as well as the customer acceptability 
testing and these would be shared with the CCG at an appropriate time.        
 
ACTION: SWS to share the RAND, PwC 3rd Line of Defence reviews and the 

acceptability testing with the CCG when available (Nick Eves – as and when 
available)  

 
The Chair thanked Mike and asked if he thought there were any areas where the CCG and 
the Board were not aligned? Mike said he thought progress was in tandem.  
  
 
9) Customer and Stakeholder Engagement Strategy 
 

Nick Eves said that a great deal of work was already underway within the Company and he 
had pulled together the various strands into an outline engagement strategy that would sit 
behind a series of principles. New ways of working would be embedded across the 
Company. It would be a living document that would evolve and grow through time as the 
Company reviewed what it had learnt through its on-going customer and stakeholder 
engagement.  
 
He asked Members for their thoughts. Members thought there were many good initiatives 
within the strategy, especially on culture change and direction which was pleasing to see. 
They wondered how easy it would be to break down the business silos as this had always 
been challenging. They liked the plans to apply segmentation across the wider business and 
not just in customer services.     
 
Craig Lonie, SWS Director of Strategy and Regulation, said that he thought the proposal for 
an on-going customer action group was really exciting and it would be interesting to see how 
this could work alongside the CCG.  
 
Nick explained that the proposal was for a permanent group but which would have a 
dynamic membership to ensure new ideas flowed through the meetings to infuence the way 
the Company planned and delivered its programmes. Members thought this could 
complement the work of the CCG and asked why Nick had proposed having a Membership 
drawn from a cross-section across the UK?  Nick responded that it was to ensure fresh 
ideas from other areas could be brought into the business. Members thought this approach 
would be interesting and key to making it work would be the way the Company used the 
group. For example, it would be valuable to ask them ‘what good looks like‘ during crisis 
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management incidents.    
 
The Chair said she looked forward to the focus on delivery of the strategy once the Business 
Plan had been submitted in early September.   
 
 

10) Water Resources South East (WRSE) and the links with the Water Resource 
Management Plan (WRMP) and Drought Plan (DP)  

 
Meyrick Gough, SWS Water Strategy Manager, reported that the draft Water Resources 
Management Plan (dWRMP) was designed to augment supplies in the short term whilst 
aligning with and across the 50-year planning for sustainable supply taking place through 
Water Resources South East (WRSE). The National Infrastructure Commission had set a 
new benchmark for drought planning of the worst historic one-in-500 year drought scenario, 
although customers had initially said they would be happy with a one-in-200 year. 
 
The considerations taken into account were drought orders and permits, the additional 
measures that could be taken without further investment, and those that will need 
investment, demand forecasts and risk management. The primary environmental 
consideration was to ensure that the first response to drought would not be to increase  
abstraction as this was not sustainable. 
 
The Chair asked if the approach being taken by SWS was consistent with WRSE and 
whether the contribution the Company was making towards sustainability was being 
matched by other water companies in the region. Meyrick confirmed this was the case. For 
example, the Company was working very closely with Portsmouth Water on the proposed 
Havant Thicket reservoir.      
 
Mike Putnam, Board Member, said the cross-region work was excellent. However, he 
doubted customers would be thinking about the bigger picture. For example, there was a 
lot of customer opposition to the proposed Abingdon Reservoir in Thames region. Ian 
McAulay commented that Abingdon would be seen as a national asset and was subject to 
high level discussions that could fast track it through. Meyrick Gough had been asked to 
consult on how SWS could adjust its plans to take account of the national picture.  
 
Members asked whether customers in Thames region would be expected to pay for what 
would be a very expensive national asset and whether there was any feedback on the 
national direction from the Environment Agency (EA) or Ofwat?  
 
Craig Lonie responded that the costs for Abingdon were likely to fall disproportionally on 
Thames‘ customers but the SWS would be contributing approximately one third of the 
costs. Neither Ofwat nor the EA had said anything of significance as yet but Ofwat did 
expect all water companies to be more water efficient and use mechanisms such as water 
trading. This worked in SWS favour as the industry leader in water efficiency.  Ian McAulay 
added that there were other mechanisms under consideration such as strategic water 
placement and storage.  
 
11) AOB 

 
As there were no AOBs the Chair thanked everyone for their time.  
 
 
 ENDS 
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04 June 2018 ACTION LIST 

Agenda 
Item 

Action Who By when status 

5. Circulate a copy of the Chair’s summary of 
the Annual Report to clear with GGC 
Members 

Anna 
Bradley / 
Sally Beck  

Mid-June  

6. Share the trust and confidence output report 
and draft survey materials with the CCG for 
their input and advice prior to going live 

Chris 
Esslin-
Peard 

As soon as 
available 

 

7i Bring the approach to acceptability testing 
to the July meeting 

Nick Eves July 
meeting 

 

7ii Circulate the Business Plan chapter on 
customer and stakeholder engagement to 
the CCG for comment 

Nick Eves When 
edited 

 

8  SWS to share the RAND, PwC 3rd Line of 
Defence reviews and the acceptability 
testing with the CCG when available 

Nick Eves When 
available 

 

 

 

30 April 2018 ACTION LIST 

Agenda 
Item 

Action Who By when status 

8.1 Bring a paper to the CCG in a table format 
setting out the risks, customers views and 
the decisions this has led to  

Chris 
Braham and 
Chris Lumb 

July 
meeting 

 

8.2 Bring another iteration of the outcomes paper 
to the July CCG meeting setting out the 
initiatives, AMP delivery timetable and the 
outcomes the work will lead to.   

Chris 
Braham and 
Chris Lumb 

July 

meeting 

 

9. Bring back a definition of future customers 
and stakeholders and an iteration of the 
paper incorporating the views of 18 – 25 
year-olds across all segments and topics to 
gain a clear understanding of their views. 
 

Nick Eves 

 

 

 

 

July 
meeting 
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10. Bring back a paper showing examples of 
conflicting customer and stakeholder views 
and how the Company has used triangulation 
to make Business Plan decisions and/or 
conduct more research if necessary.  

Nick 
Eves 

July 
meeting 

 

11. SWS to share the RAND and PwC 3rd Line of 
Defence reviews with the CCG when 
available 

Nick 
Eves 

August 
meeting 

  

 
 
 

 

09 April 2018 ACTION LIST 

Agenda 
Item 

Action Who By when status 

3.4 Nicci Russell to share the Ofwat freeze-
thaw lessons learnt review with the CCG  

Nicci 
Russell 

When 
available 
– June - 
tbc 

 

 
 

 

MARCH 2018 ACTION LIST 
 

Agenda 
Item 

Action Who By when status  

4.1) i Map the innovation portfolio against Ofwat’s 
Tapped In continuum and include timelines for: 
 Rest of AMP6 
 AMP7 

Gerard 
Harkin 

October 
meeting  

    

4.1) ii Bring back the innovation strategy and 
implementation plan 

Gerard 
Harkin 

October 
meeting  

  

 


